
Starships D6 / Kians Crusader (Mercys Angel)

Starship: Kian's Crusader (Mercy's Angel) 

Craft: Modified Guardian-Class Light Cruiser 

Scale: Starfighter 

Length: 42 meters 

Skill: Space Transports (See Kian Kevor's Stats) 

Crew: 1 (2 Droid Gunners with Starship Gunnery: 6D) 

Passengers: 10 individual staterooms, 10-person medical bay, concealed 4-person brig 

Cargo Capacity: 50 metric tons 

Consumables: 2 months (Assuming a full capacity of 25 people) 

Hyperdrive Multiplier: x1 

Hyperdrive Backup: x1 

Nav Computer: Yes (With backup navcomp) 

Cost: 1,256,000 including all modifications. Not currently available for sale. 

Maneuverability: 2D 

Space: 11 

Atmosphere: 435; 1,300 kmh (Scramjet: 520; 1,500 kmh at a +10 to all difficulties. Can only be used for

one round per minute and only within an atmosphere) 

Hull: 6D 

Shields: 3D 

Sensors: 

   Passive:30/3D 

   Scan: 60/4D 

   Search: 90/6D 

   Focus: 4/6D+1 

Weapons: 

   4 Retractable Turbolasers In 2 Double Mounts 

      Scale: Starfighter 

      Fire Arc: Turret 

      Crew: Pilot; Droid Gunners 

      Skill: Starship Gunnery 

      Fire Control: 4D 

      Space Range: 1-3/12/25 

      Atmosphere Range: 100-300/1.2/2.5 km 

      Damage: 8D (Each gun can fire once every other round. Typically one gun in the double mount will

fire while the other one recharges for the round.) 

Capsule: This is Kian's latest and favorite ship. He acquired it from a Sector Moff in gratitude for saving

the Moff's life from an outbreak of Dilzarian Fever. No one ever suspected that it was Kian who caused

the Moff's death 7 weeks later when the Moff contracted the rare and deadly Jelsam's Disease. It never

once occurred to anyone that 7 weeks is the average incubation period of Jelsam's Disease or that

anyone would be insane enough to use the horrible wasting disease as a weapon of assassination. Since



the Guardian-Class cruiser was given to him by a Moff it is considered a legally owned ship in both

Imperial and Corporate Sector Authority space. 

              While the New Republic does not recognize the legality of it's ownership, Kian has many

powerful and secret supporters among the ranks of the New Republic's Special Intelligence agency

known as Alpha Blue. These supporters have arranged for BoSS to "forget" to post his ship as illegal.

Kian has made a number of rather drastic changes to the basic layout of his vessel including stripping out

most of the internal walls and rebuilding the interior to his liking. This has resulted in 10 luxury-class full

size staterooms in addition to his own personal suite. In addition, there is a 10-person medical bay that is

completely outfitted with diagnostic beds, a      surgical bay, 3 bacta tanks, 4 med droid assistants, 2

stasis field beds, and enough medical supplies to keep the entire medical bay working around the clock

for a full month. The modifications done to the ship in the usual areas of speed and weaponry are equally

extensive. He has upgraded both the hull and the shields to the point that the hull can resist light capital

ship fire. The main hyperdrive engines have been left intact, but the backup drive has been replaced with

the main drive from a Correllian PB-950 Patrol Boat. The weapons loadout has also been completely

changed around, dropping the 4 laser cannons in favor of 4 large turbolasers that can individually fire

only once every other round, but have been mounted in twin non-firelinked turret mountings. This allows

one cannon to fire and then recharge while the other is firing. 

These cannons are on sensor-shielded retractable mounts so that on visual inspection it looks as though

this ship has had it's entire weapons complement removed and if a sensor scan is attempted specifically

aimed at searching for hidden weapons a Very Difficult result is needed to reveal the hidden weapons.

Also a scramjet system has been installed which greatly increases the vessel's speed inside an

atmosphere, though the system is useless in space. The last of the modifications made to the ship is the

installation of a sensor-shielded 4-person brig that requires the same concerted search for it as the

turbolasers in order to reveal it. 
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